NEW KRES PRODUCTS

(RFS-150)  H/Z 150/160 RESET AND FONT CONTROL SWITCH

The RFS-150 is a small metal plate with two switches. It mounts on the rear of the computer like any standard I/O board bracket. The installation requires about five minutes and a phillips-head screwdriver. No modifications are required. The RFS-150 switches add two very important features to the 150/160 computers.

RESET
This top switch is a push button which adds a system hardware RESET to the computer. Now, once keyboard control has been lost, the only way to reset is to turn the power off and then back on. This is hard on the system and can cause damage to a hard disk drive (data loss!). The RFS-150 reset button tricks the computer into thinking that the power was turned off and back on, without disrupting the power supply.

PIXEL FONT
The second switch is for PIXEL FONT control. It selects between the single and double pixel (dot) font modes on the video card. The single dot mode is best for text work since it gives crisp clear characters. The double dot mode is necessary for proper graphics mode operation. With the addition of this switch you can have the best of both modes with the flick of a switch.

(DCB-100)  H/Z 100 DETACHABLE KEYBOARD

The DCB-100 is a retrofit kit which allows a detachable keyboard to be used in place of the existing keyboard on all 110 and 120 series computers. With a detached keyboard you are now free to sit back in the chair and work, or put the machine off to the side yet keep the keyboard where it's best for typing. Freedom of position is now available.
To install the kit, the existing keyboard is removed and placed in a new injected plastic housing styled to match the 100, 120 series machines. A color matched plate is fitted over the old keyboard opening. A small receiver board is installed in one of the DB-25 openings on the back of the machine. A telephone type coiled cord attaches from the back of the machine to the detached keyboard. The total installation requires only fifteen minutes and a screw driver. No permanent modifications are required.

Both the RFS-150 reset and pixel switch, and the DCB-100 detachable keyboard are available now. Call or write for price and delivery. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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